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SFS has played a key role in enabling Artez, the main contractor, and leading roofing 

and cladding contractor Longworth to deliver an iconic new building on Manchester's 

vibrant MediaCityUK waterfront for upmarket bar and restaurant chain, The Alchemist. 

 
The company’s powder-coated, high performance A4 (grade 316) stainless steel 

fasteners were key to creating a stunning gold building envelope for ‘The Bund’, a 

unique structure located on the land bridge crossing Dock 9 at Salford Quays, between 

The Lowry and the BBC. 

 

Designed by Reid Architects, The Bund is an iconic new bar and restaurant on the 

waterfront next to the world-famous Lowry Centre for Living Ventures and the company’s 

11th Alchemist venue.  

http://roofing-today.co.uk/t/16PI-57J1P-5X18DY-2TRM29-1/c.aspx
http://roofing-today.co.uk/t/16PI-57J1P-5X18DY-2TRM2A-1/c.aspx
http://roofing-today.co.uk/t/16PI-57J1P-5X18DY-2TRM2B-1/c.aspx
http://roofing-today.co.uk/t/16PI-57J1P-5X18DY-2TRM2C-1/c.aspx


 

The design brief provided scope for originality and creativity in meeting the key 

requirements to deliver a building that would be different and special, and draw together 

the diverse areas of Salford Quays in a single new building. 

 

Gold roof 

The Bund provides a revolutionary hybrid landscape in creating what is a unique and 

futuristic venue. The new building’s gold roof and walls, and stunning terrace that 

cantilevers out over the canal, are designed to match the aesthetic and style ambitions 

of Living Ventures and of the high-class cocktail bar’s clientele. 

 

Longworth, who are renowned for their expertise in metal roofing, were commissioned to 

construct the building envelope and to realise Reid Architects’ golden vision. 

 

The company’s Business Development Manager, Ben Parker, says, "We are immensely 

proud of our work on The Alchemist, an incredibly complex building envelope project 

that only a handful of companies in the UK could have successfully implemented. To 

hear that the building has been shortlisted for a Building of the Year Award with Greater 

Manchester Chamber of Commerce this October makes it an especially memorable 

project for us. 

 

"Colour coordinating the gold zinc panels and the fasteners was critical, which is why we 

worked with SFS to ensure complete colour consistency on the fastener heads. We can 

rely on the excellent quality of SFS products, with their range of A4 (grade 316) 

fasteners enabling us to offer an extended life cycle on the building envelope, a 

requirement which is now generally specified by all the leading architects.” 

 

 

 

 

 



Graeme McIlroy, Regional Sales Manager at SFS, adds "Fasteners hold the key to 

maintaining the visual appeal of the building envelope, with our powder coated A4 

stainless steel fasteners best for ensuring a façade retains its integrity over a long 

service life. We are delighted to have been part of The Bund development working with 

Longworth and we hope to supply fasteners for more exciting projects as this exciting 

development rivals London at the heart of the media world.” 
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